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One way of supporting a system like this would be to allow the carer to stay on carats
payment until the employer again had a position vacant or the carer found other
employment. There would need to be some restriction on this proposal as with about
everything I have suggested but lets start thinking, the details can be worked out.

I would find it difficult to believe that anything I have suggested would be more expense
than the system we currently have. My neighbor who is paid to help for 1 how a day
currently receives about $330.00 per fortnight (my assets and income tested csrors
payment is $452.48 per fortnight) how much that 14 hours actually costs the taxpayer
really need to be worked out there, is administrative staff, office equipment, rent etc.

When dad first come to stay with me in 20011 received 4 hours of respite a week. The
worker received Si 8.00 per hour, the agency who sent the worker received $12.00 pa-
hour this amount does not include the community options worker who referred me to the
agency who referred the worker to me, salary, office equipment and rent. So 1 estimate it
cost the taxpayer minimum S40.00 an hour. 1 can't remember what carers payment was ,
the time but I don't expect it was a lot more than $320.00 per fortnight.

This is another one of my BIG issues so much money goes into administration and so
little into providing for the people that the system is set up for. (It would be interesting to
know how many organizations/groups we have and fund to provide care and how many
hours of care is received). For people receiving carer's payment and allowance at least it
would almost be as cheap to pay two carer payments for the one person, maybe that
needs to be defined somewhat further eg if granted two cares payments for the one
person then nine weeks respite would not be available maybe a normal fours weeks
annual leave, The quality of my life would change dramatically if I had shared care.

Now for a real fantasy, wouldn't it be good if we could (and we can if we try hard
enough) develop the notion of caring/supporting someone was a good in itself and we all
had an obligation to give some part of our life no longer than five years to this task, as a
pay back for all we have received by being lucky enough to be born in Australia.
Children and the elderly can be a very neglect groups in our society. AH the recent cases
of child neglect is inexcusable and the responsibility doesnt all rest with governments.




